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DIVERSITY 

A collaborative network stemming from 
farmers who raise heritage and 
endangered breeds of sheep.

By bringing together game changers from 
all walks of industry and diversifying 
making at every step, we are creating 
garments resulting in a demand for these 
sheep and their fiber. 

Fighting for agricultural diversity through 
cultural diversity. 
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AKTHESAVIOR X LEON FANOURAKIS 
“PICCOLO”

CATSKILL MERINO 
WOOL FARM
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Reimagining the fashion design system 
through a new network of game changers - 
from farm to 
performance.

Sheep to farmers, athletes to actors, and rap-
pers to writers. Using wool from heritage and 
endangered breeds while developing a lan-
guage to share a fiber that takes extraordi-
nary people and extraordinary hard work to 
raise.

COLLABORATION 
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The monoculture created around Australian Merino 
sheep has lead to the endangerment of dozens of 
breeds; due to a lack of demand for their wool and 
meat. 

When we loose breeds, we loose genetic 
diversity. This leaves us a very unstable 
ecosystem.

By sourcing from farmers that raise these breeds we 
create a diverse system that continues to thrive even 
if one source fails.

AGRICULTURAL BIODIVERSITY
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CULTURAL DIVERSITY

JOEY BADA$$
RAPPER

LOLO ZOUAI
RnB SINGER

Knitting garments for those who challenge social norms and transcend cultural 
boundries. Bringing contrasting backgrounds together through wool and knitwear 
creates a network unseen elsewhere in  the fashion world. 

Through this network we are able to reach a sprawling diverse audience. Changing the 
way farm to table is perceived.  
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LOLO ZOUAI
RnB SINGER
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NETWORK OF 
GAME CHANGERS 

HELEN MAROULIS 

Drawing on my past as an 
athlete, my with work Brooklyn 
Based Streetwear brands, and 
my love of wool, I have been able 
to put together this network which 
if it weren’t for wool would not 
come together
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To understand where materials come from, how they are grown, and how they are 
proccessed, allows for the desinger to draw upon hundreds of years of tradition and 
practice inspire their craft.

Sourcing from farmers who raise these breeds, not only supports their business and 
local economy but allows for the use of fibers with diverse technical properties. 

MATERIAL SOURCING 
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PROCESSING 

Once the wool is shorn, it is taken to a mill to be 
washed, cardered, spun, and plyed.  

By spinning yarns through micro mills, such as 
Mad River Fiber Mill and Battenkill Fiber, 
processing smaller quantities becomes an 
option. Large commercial mills can require a 
1,000lb minimum of raw wool before being able 
to process fiber. 

With decreased minimums, farmers with smaller 
flocks are able to have their wool spun without 
pooling it together with other farms. 

MAD RIVER 
FIBER MILL
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GREEN MOUNTAIN SPINNERY 
Putney, VT

BARTLETT YARNS 
Harmony, ME

ECHOVIEW FIBER MILL
Weaverville, NC 

BATTENKILL FIBER MILL
Battenkill, NY

MAD RIVER FIBER MILL 
Waitsfield, VT

 

MILLS
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RICHERT RANCH 
LINCOLN LONGWOOL
New Haven, IN

SAM FISHER
SANTA CRUZ
Carlise, PA

SHUGHARTS
SANTA CRUZ
HOG ISLAND
Newville, PA

ORCHARD VIEW LINCOLNS
LINCOLN LONGWOOL
Rochester, NY

CATSKILL MERINO 
SAXON MERINO 
Catskill, NY

FARMS 
ANDY RICE
BORDER LEICESTER CROSS
Brattleboro, VT

ALLEN FARM SHEEP & 
WOOL COMPANY 
CORRIEDALE
Chilmark, MA 

MAYAPPLE HILL FARM 
COOPSWORTH 
New Milford, CT

GEORGIA RUSTIC WOOL 
GULF COAST SHEEP
Colbert, GA

PRODUCTION MAP 



TRADITIONAL CRAFT  

Fair isle knit, lace, crochet, and felting are brought 
into a new context and silhouette. 

Mixing traditional approaches to knitwear with 
experimental contemporary techniques to reflect the 
dynamism of a collaborative network of 
incredible humans. 

AKTHESAVIOR
RAPPER
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Ekimian is a knitwear designer and ambassador for The Livestock Conservancy who focuses on 
wool,specifically fiber from heritage breeds of sheep. 

Her interest led her to find work on a wool farm where she was exposed to caring for and shearing 
sheep, to knitting the finished spun yarn. Ekimian was awarded the 2019 Woolmark Scholarship while 
at Parsons, the same year she knitted a gown from wool for the Met Gala Camp: Notes on Fashion. 
Using her work, she hopes to reimagine our fashion system through greater cultural diversity and 
agricultural biodiversity. 

KATYA EKIMIAN

katya.ekimian@gmail.com 
@katya.ekimian 
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Allen sheep are shorn every 
spring, their wool is then sent to 
Bartlett mill in Maine to be spun 
to yarn, maintaining the natrual 
color of the fiber 

The yarn used for this garment 
is tonal greys made by mixing 
different ratios of black and 
white fleece in the spinning 
process.

Intarsia is a knitting colorwork 
technique that involves 
patterning with blocks of colors. 



SUSTAINABLE SUPPLY CHAIN 

SAM FISHER
Amish Farmer
Santa Cruz breed sheep
Carlisle, PA

BATTENKILL FIBER MILL
Worsted Fiber Mill
Creating my yarns 
Battenkill, NY

RICHERT RANCH
Lincoln Longwool Breeders
Sheep shearing
New Haven, IN

Creating a supply chain in the US of growers, producers, and manufacturers. Wool is a renewable source that is not 
only still accessible during these times but benefits the local economy, farmers, and small businesses. 
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TRADITIONAL MAKING/CONTEMPORY ADAPTATION

KNITTING
Lace Technique
In-home knitting machine
New York, NY

KIDSUPER 
AW20 Fashion Week
Intarsia Knit
Paris, FR

WOOL WASHING
Cleaning Raw Wool 
Apartment bathtub
New York, NY

Using traditional craft and way of making such as crochet, lace knitting, and intarsia and placeing them in contrasting 
settings. Due to current restrictions I am cleaning, processing, and knitting with raw wool in my apartment.
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